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History of the ASJP-Project1

I Jan. 2007
I Cecil Brown (US linguistic anthropologist) comes up with idea

of comparing languages automatically and communicates this
to

I Eric Holman (US statistician) and Wichmann. Brown and
Holman work on rules to identify cognates implemented in an
“automated similarity judgement program” (ASJP).

I May 2007
I Cecil Brown is in Leipzig and explains to Wichmann what the

two of them have come up with and I begin to take more
active part, adding ideas.

I August 2007
I Viveka Velupillai (Giessen-based linguist) joins in.
I A first paper is written up (largely by Brown and Holman)

showing that the classifications of a number of families based
on a 245 language sample conform pretty well with expert
classification.

1cf. Wichmann 2009
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History of the ASJP-Project2

I September 2007
I Andre Müller (linguist, Leipzig) joins.
I Pamela Brown (wife of Cecil Brown) joins.
I Dik Bakker (linguist, Amsterdam & Lancaster) joins, and

begins to do automatic data-mining, an implementation in
Pascal, and to look at ways to identify loanwords.

I October 2007
I Hagen Jung (computer scientist, MPI, makes a preliminary

online implementation).
I Wichmann takes over the “administration” of the project.
I A second paper is finished about stabilities of lexical items,

defining a shorter Swadesh list, etc.
I November 2007

I Robert Mailhammer (linguist, BRD) joins
I December 2007

I Anthony Grant (linguist, GB) joins.
I Dmitry Egorov (linguist, Kazan) joins.
I Levenshtein distances are implemented instead of old

“matching rules” identifying cognates.
2cf. Wichmann 20093



History of the ASJP-Project3

I January 2008
I Kofi Yakpo (linguist) joins.

I February 2008
I The two papers are accepted for publication without revision

(in respectively Sprachtypologie und Universalienforschung and
Folia Linguistica).

I April 2008
I Oleg Belyaev (linguist, Moscow) joins.

I 2008
I Papers presented at conferences in Tartu, Helsinki, Cayenne,

Forli, and Amsterdam.
I Work on the structure of phylogenetic trees, glottochronology,

onomatopeitic phenomena, homelands.
I January 2009

I Paper accepted for Linguistic Typology
I The database expanded to hold around 2500 languages.

Another 1000 or so in the pipeline.
3cf. Wichmann 2009
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The ASJP data
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All languages of the world
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The ASJP data

I current version (v. 15)
I 5,844 languages
I includes

I artificial languages: Esperanto, Klingon, Volapük, ...
I creoles
I 72 reconstructed languages: Proto-Indoeuropean,

Proto-Austronesian, Proto-Mayan, ...
I extinct languages: Latin, Hittite, Gothic, Sanskrit, Old Norse,

Coptic, ...
I more than 5,500 living languages
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The ASJP data

I started with 100 item Swadesh lists, later reduced to 40 items

I uniform phonetic transcription

I freely available

used concepts: I, you, we, one, two, person, fish, dog, louse, tree, leaf,

skin, blood, bone, horn, ear, eye, nose, tooth, tongue, knee, hand, breast,

liver, drink, see, hear, die, come, sun, star, water, stone, fire, path,

mountain, night, full, new, name
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Transcription
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Transcription
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Transcription
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Transcription
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Transcription
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Transcription
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Towards a shorter Swadesh list

I Procedure:
I Measure stabilities of items on the Swadesh list
I Find the shortest list among the most stable items that gives

adequate results
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Measure stabilites

I count proportions of matches for pairs of words with similar
meanings among languages within genera

I add corrections for chance agreement

I weighted means
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Check whether it actually makes sense to assume that
items have inherent stabilites by

I seeing whether the rankings obtained correlate across different
areas (in this case New World vs. Old World is convenient)
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Stability and borrowability
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No correlation between borrowability and stability
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Potential explanations

I Borrowability may be more variable for given lexical items
across areas than stability and not be an inherent property of
lexical items (similar to typological features).

I Borrowability is not a significant contributor to stability, at
least as the segment constituted by the Swadesh 100-item list
is concerned.

I There are still far too little data on borrowability to be
conclusive (the sample for studying stability was constituted
by 245 languages, whereas the authors had only 36 language
at their disposal for the study of borrowability).
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Selecting a shorter list
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Selecting a shorter list

I GJ: phylogenetic inference does get better if you increase the
number of Swadesh items
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I Note: More data is better than less data.
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